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Introduction

Integration with Europe and perception of Georgia as a part of Wider Europe 
was always a main agenda of Georgia’s intellectual and political discourse. Geor-
gian politicians like historians and scientist always underlined that before fall of 
Byzantium Empire in 15th century Georgia always belonged to Europe in case 
of cultural values, civilization and religion, only a� er fall of Byzantium Georgia 
was cut o�  from Europe and isolated from European world for many centuries 
being a part of Turkish, Persian and Russian empires. Some scholars think that 
Georgia has identity partly European partly Asian, but nobody perceive Georgia 
purely a part of Middle East. Between Europe and Asia there is Byzantium, which 
is West for Georgia and East for Europe. Georgians are within this intermediate 
encirclement of the Byzantine civilization1. Georgians have crossroad identity 
partly Eastern party Western2. Orthodox Christianity, mainly Chalcedonian be-
lief distinguished Georgia from neighbouring Muslim powers Turkey and Iran, 
even though politically and culturally they had immense in� uence over Georgian 
kingdoms and principalities.

� e similar perception have Western scholars toward Georgia as well. For the 
large part of the European and Western intellectual community Christianity was 
evidence of a©  liation with Western civilization of Georgia. Christian traditions 
and millennial long national histories convinced some of the Western academics 
that Georgia and Armenia had been European periphery torn away from West-
ern Europe, if not part of the West itself. British expert of Caucasus David Mar-
shall Lang did a lot to familiarize Europe with Georgia. He taught the West to 
look at Georgia as a part of Europe: in the distant past, ancient Georgians, who 

1 Interview with Zurab Kiknadze. [Citation from T. Kiknadze, Georgian Identity and Political 
Culture, p. 242-243], http://silkroad.ibsu.edu.ge/previous/third/9_1.pdf (23 VI 2015).

2 G. Tevzadze, „At the crossroads of European and Asian Cultures”: How identity construct was 
transformed into a geopolitical constant, http://harriman.columbia.edu/' les/harriman/01397.
pdf (23 VI 2015).
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dominated the continent, spread from Spain to the Transcaucasus. His surmise 
was based on the a©  nity between the Basque language and Georgian. Dr. Lang 
de' ned Georgians as Caucasian Europeans with close anthropological parallels 
between the Greeks and the Italians3.

A� er gaining ' rstly independence from Tsarist Russia in 1918-21 before 
Bolshevik occupation and secondly in 1991 a� er the broke up of USSR Georgia 
always tried to reinvigorate relations with European countries where Georgian 
identity really belonged to.

� e turning point in relations of Georgia-EU became association agreement 
which pushed bilateral Relations of Georgia and EU in a di� erent dimension, 
however there are some reasons that make Georgian European way uneasy and in 
some case vulnerable. One is Georgia’s reformation and social economic transfor-
mation which is necessary for EU membership and another is threat from Russia, 
who regards post Soviet space as an exclusive zone of interest and every step tak-
en by USA or EU is regarded as a rivalry by Kremlin.

� is paper analyzes the reasons of Georgia’s European aspirations and chal-
lenges that Tbilisi faces in realization of its main goal of Foreign Policy priority.

Political dimension of European aspiration of Georgia

A� er the break up of Soviet Union integration in European community was the 
will of all three presidents of Georgia. Despite the fact that Zviad Gamsakhurdia, 
Eduard Shevardnadze and Mikheil Saakashvili radically di� ered from each other 
as political leaders, politics toward Europe remained the same, all three president 
regarded Europe as a partner and main political player for Tbilisi, but tools for 
achieving this goals were di� erent. In fact Gamsakhurdia’s short term presidency 
did not allowe him to create coherent strategy toward European states, Shevard-
nadze was diplomatically balancing between Russia and West (Europe) while af-
ter Rose revolution, during the Saakshvili’s presidency foreign policy strategy of 
Georgia clearly declared integration in NATO and EU as a one top priority of 
Foreign Policy of Georgia4. And in practice new Georgian government launched 
reforms in order to adjust the country to Western standards.

For EU at the ' rst stage of Georgia’s independence 1991-1999 South Caucasus 
in general and Georgia particularly was considered as peripheral area of its neigh-
borhood. Nevertheless, the 1991 Technical Assistance to the Commonwealth of In-
dependent States (TACIS) was the ' rst step of cooperation between EU Caucasian 

3 M. Kirchanov, „Europe” and the „West” in Georgia’s Political imagination and Nationalist dis-
course, „Central Asia and Caucasus” 2010, no. 2, vol. 11, p. 161.

4 Full text of document is available at: http://embassy.mfa.gov.ge/index.php?sec_id=16&lang_
id=ENG (23 VI 2015).
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and Central Asian Countries. To improve relations in 1996 the EU started negoti-
ating Partnership and Cooperation Agreements (PCAs) with Armenia, Azerbaijan 
and Georgia. For the ' rst time, the EU applied its regional approach in the South 
Caucasus by treating the three countries in the context of their role as former as 
former Soviet Union Republics with no substantial di� erence among them.

Georgian EU PCA, which entered into force in July 1999 was the legal base 
for bilateral relations. It was initiative for wider-ranging cooperation in a host of 
areas, eliminated trade quotas and allowed Georgia to bene' t from EU’s general 
system of preferences for trade with poor countries5.

As Amanda Paul mentions, only during the last ten years has the EU increased 
its engagement in South Caucasus. First, through enlargements the EU moved ge-
ographically closer to the South Caucasus. In an attempt to avoid the perception of 
building a new iron curtain following the 2004 enlargement to Central and Eastern 
Europe, the EU developed the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP). � e ENP 
somewhat ambitiously aimed to create an area of stability, security, and prosperity 
embedded in EU values. � is was followed by the Eastern Partnership (EaP) in 
2009 which opened the door to much closer political and economic cooperation6.

EaP introduced multilateral cooperation track promoting multilateral cooper-
ation con' dence building on four thematic platforms: 1) Democracy, good gov-
ernance and stability; 2) Economic integration and convergence with EU policies; 
3) Energy security and contacts between people. Initiated by Sweden and Poland 
Eastern Partnership project a� er Russian Georgian war, at the Prague EU Summit 
of May 2009, it was supposed to be another success story of the European Union. 
� e outcome was nevertheless ambiguous even in the most optimistic scenario.

In o©  cial terms, it is mentioned that „the initiative aims to tighten the rela-
tionship between the EU and the Eastern partners by deepening their political 
co-operation and economic integration. � e EaP neither promises nor precludes 
the prospect of EU membership to the partner states”. In simple words, it was an 
attempt to expand the European model of governance and the Western economic 
system onto the six former USSR components, without giving them guarantees 
for future membership status. Nevertheless, this new potential wave of European 
integration faced the virulent opposition of Moscow7.

5 M. Leonard, C. Grant, Georgia and the EU: Can Europe’s neighborhood policy deliver?, p. 2, 
http://cer-live.thomas-paterson.co.uk/sites/default/' les/publications/attachments/pdf/2011/
policybrief_georgia_sept05-833.pdf (23 VI 2015).

6 A. Paul, ENP Ten Years on: ' e Russia-Ukraine Crisis and the Impact on Security and Stability 
in the South Caucasus, [in:] Ten Years in the Euro-Atlantic Community, A. Sprūds, K. Bukovs-
kis (eds.), Riga 2014, p. 67-70.

7 V. Naumescu, Introduction: ' e New „Eastern Europe” and Cold War II, [in:] ' e European 
Union’s Eastern Neighbourhood Today. Politics, Dynamics, Perspectives, V. Naumescu, D. Dun-
gaciu (eds.), Cambridge 2015, p. 4.
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For Tbilisi Eastern partnership was another step taken toward EU, but for 
Georgian diplomacy most important was an Association Agreement (AA) with 
a Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA), which not only would 
deepened political and Economic relations with EU, but could neutralize the 
threat from Russian Federation as well.

Concerns about Russia’s politics in Tbilisi were tremendously increased a� er 
events in Ukraine, when under Kremlin political pressure former Ukrainian pres-
ident Janukovich was forced to postpone rati' cation of association agreement 
and a� er occupation of Crimea concerns turned into fact that Georgia would be 
the next a� er Ukraine. Georgian administration linked situation in Ukraine with 
both Georgia’s European prospects and security threats from Russia We don’t feel 
ourselves secure, because some of the basics of the way that nations communi-
cate with each other have been put under question. Georgia, which experienced 
very harsh Russian foreign policy moves six years ago, and which is still in a very 
complicated relationship with the Russian Federation, is naturally very alarmed 
because of the Ukrainian precedent – said president of Georgia Giorgi Margve-
lashvili8. During his visit at Chatam House president Margvelshvili’s speech was 
more critical.

� is is not only an occupation, but this is a response and punishment to the free 
choice that both of our nations have made and made not only declared, but made 
it realistic and made our aspirations realistic into the new area, new environment 
of Europe. We all know that the Ukrainian case was linked with aspirations of the 
association agreement and the same was done by Georgia, and now we are asso-
ciate members of European Union. But globally our independent choice has been 
responded so harshly by our neighbour, Russian Federation. � is is something 
that even more unites us today and that we are developing a common approach 
us and Ukraine together. What happened in 2008 in Georgia was a punishment 
for independent choice. What happened in 2014 in Ukraine is a punishment for 
independent choice. Both of those cases are concrete cases of a global theory, of 
a global approach to newly created independent and democratic states9.

� e same opinion shares the prime minster of Georgia In his speech at the 
Atlantic Council in Washington, Prime Minister Irakli Gharibashvili said:

with the current dramatic events in Ukraine it is becoming increasingly obvious 
that certain foreign pressures play a destructive role not only [for] regional stability 
but also [for] very existence of sovereignty and territorial integrity of our nations 

8 M. Antidze, Interview – Georgia feels less secure a: er Russian move in Ukraine, http://uk.reu-
ters.com/article/2014/04/15/georgia-russia-idUKL6N0N64FY20140415 (23 VI 2015).

9 G. Margvelashvili, Georgia and European Security in the Wake of the Ukraine Crisis, https://www.
chathamhouse.org/event/georgia-and-european-security-wake-ukraine-crisis (23 VI 2015).
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– Georgia, Ukraine, Moldova. It is obvious that unless the European Union gives 
a clear promise of membership to the successful countries of the Eastern Partner-
ship, this crisis similar to Ukraine will happen again and again. � e international 
community needs to send a clear message to large and small countries of the region 
– the message which will underpin the notion that no third party can in� uence the 
aspirations of regional countries striving to ful' ll their choices of foreign alliance10.

Georgia knows that alone would be very di©  cult to achieve pro Western for-
eign policy goals and wants to concentrate over these aims other regional states 
as well. � at’s why Ukraine matters to Georgia. Ukraine is the one of the largest 
country in post soviet space with very important human resources, economics 
and geopolitical location, that’s why Kiyv’s foreign policy choice Russia or Europe 
has vital importance for Tbilisi. If Ukraine doesn’t go right, or falls irreparably out 
of the European orbit, no other formerly captive Soviet nation really has a shot; 
certainly not Georgia or Moldova, both only a fraction of the size of Ukraine’s 
population. � ese states can remain in a grey zone between Europe and every-
where else, popping up now and then with humanitarian, security and economic 
crises that keep Europe from resting easy very long. Mentioned former Georgian 
president Mikheil Saakashvili11.

Some of Georgian diplomats think that on-going events in Ukraine are about 
more than a will to join the European Union. � ey clearly demonstrate to the 
world the struggle for the Eastern neighbourhood of Europe, and this is a strug-
gle for universal values! � is is why today, we expect the European Union institu-
tions to support these countries, to support the future of the Eastern Partnership, 
and timely ful' ll common objectives to safeguard European aspirations of the 
committed partners. � is future is in hands of the EU and its partners, thus, no 
third party has the right to impede this process. In this context, the EU’s and 
its Member States’ support will play a decisive role. At this stage, it is impor-
tant that Eastern Partners are given a clear European perspective. � e Europe-
an perspective, as an ultimate goal, that would allow Georgia to ' nally establish 
a long-sought place in the family of European nations, represents a huge stimulus 
for Georgia, as well as other partners. At the same time, it would serve a clear 
signal for all those who want to deter European integration of these countries12. 

10 Georgia P.M. Garibashvili eyes NATO membership, while keeping Russia at bay, http://www.
washingtontimes.com/news/2014/feb/26/georgias-pm-irakli-garibashvili-eyes-nato-mem-
bersh/?page=all (23 VI 2015).

11 M. Saakashvili, How to keep Ukraine’s Revolution alive, http://www.politico.com/magazine/sto-
ry/2014/02/ukraine-revolution-saakashvili-103831_Page2.html#.VUoPrPmqqko (23 VI 2015).

12 K. Salukvadze, Georgian Ambassador: Events in Ukraine show Crucial importance of the Post 
Vilnius summit period, http://www.lithuaniatribune.com/65004/georgian-ambassador-events-
 -in-ukraine-show-crucial-importance-of-the-post-vilnius-summit-period-201465004/ (23 VI 
2015).
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Currently rati' cation of association agreement is basic goal of Georgian diplo-
mats, but it is also fact that only aspiration of Georgian and Ukrainian people 
for Europeanization is not enough, the most important is the readiness of EU 
to include Ukraine and Georgia in European integration. Majority of Georgian 
experts can not say de' nitely what is the main goal of EU in Eastern Neighbor-
hood? Do European countries really want to open the door for Eastern Neighbors 
or Eastern Partnership is only focus on extensive trade and good relationship.

Soon a� er Maidan protests increased in Ukraine Swedish Foreign Minister 
Carl Bildt and his Polish counterpart, Radosław Sikorski, concluded that the EU’s 
policy toward the region needs a radical overhaul if the bloc wants to avoid the 
mistakes it made in Ukraine.

In early February of 2014, the two ministers presented papers on the Eastern 
neighborhood to their EU counterparts. � eir message was clear: the EU must go 
on the o� ensive in Georgia and Moldova if it wants both countries to go through 
with signing the association agreements.

The Swedish document, entitled „20 Points on the Eastern Partnership 
Post-Vilnius”, proposes that the EU should embark on an intense public diploma-
cy campaign in Georgia, Moldova, and the other Eastern Partnership countries. 
� e paper, already approved by a dozen other EU countries, pushes for a more 
open Europe that would allow student exchanges and greater opportunities for 
travel within the EU.

� e text also explained how and why Brussels should „calibrate” its policies 
toward individual governments instead of pursuing a monolithic approach. � e 
more each country reforms, the more access they would gain to EU programs and 
' nancial assistance.

� e Polish paper showed how EU funding could be increased and disbursed 
more quickly. It also argued that in the more repressive regimes, the EU might 
focus more on civil society. � at was one of Poland’s main interests. � e two pa-
pers were important because they conveyed a sense of urgency. � ey called for 
the EU to act, instead of spending months issuing tenders for communications 
experts to carry out public diplomacy, or shi� ing around funding for the EU’s 
Eastern neighbors13. But when situation grew more dangerous and Russian Fed-
eration „punished” Ukraine for its European aspiration by cutting Crimea from 
Kievs’ jurisdiction and provoking Easter Ukrainian regions it became obvious 
that only declarations and diplomatic tool are not enough. To the point of view 
K. McNamara Ukraine challenged EU as a foreign policy actor. European Union’s 
post-national foreign policy is clearly more e©  cacious in some areas than in oth-
ers. And the crisis in Ukraine lays that bare. European talk of democratization 

13 J. Dempsey, What Ukraine’s Crises Means for the EU [17 II 2014], http://carnegieeurope.eu/
strategiceurope/?fa=54536 (23 VI 2015).
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and economic development created incentives for change in Ukraine. And as long 
as support remained in the realm of ideas and institutions, Europe fared pretty 
well. Ashton was the ' rst senior foreign o©  cial to visit Kiev a� er Yanukovych was 
ousted. „So we are here to say we want to support and help the country to stay 
strong and to go forward in the way it chooses to”, she said to remarks to reporters 
in Ukraine. In doing so, she signaled to Moscow the importance of Ukraine’s ter-
ritorial integrity. But now that the situation has moved into the zone of military 
actions, the European Union’s hands are tied14.

In Georgia no one expects and insists from EU member countries to engage 
in war for Eastern partners, all what Georgians want is not to be le�  alone face to 
face with Russian in� uence.

Take into consideration all di©  culties which EU faces toward Eastern Part-
nership program and toward Russia’s pressure on post soviet region, EU and its 
member states should support European choice of Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine 
because it is important not for Europianization and political transformation for 
post soviet republics, but it is urgent for EU regional security as well.

Conclusion

Georgia’s foreign policy priority remains to achieve full membership in the EU 
and NATO. As a state of central and Eastern Europe, Georgia considers that Eu-
ro-Atlantic integration is the only way to guarantee its security including assuring 
their permanent independence from Russia.

Form his side the EU activated his presence in the region in recent years, part-
ly because the region is the natural next step for EU special engagement, partly 
due to its increasing economic and geostrategic importance, and partly in re-
sponse to a desire in the region for a qualitative change to the basis of the rela-
tionship. � e EU is the leading partner for the three countries in their quest to 
modernise, democratise and globalise. All the pieces are now in place should it 
decide to take a more assertive role. � e EU delegations in the three capitals are 
now well-established and engaged on a range of issues with the host countries; 
the mandate of the EU Special Representative has been expanded; and the EU has 
a seat at the table in the Geneva negotiation process on the con� icts in Georgia, 
on which some progress may be expected, as well as a large monitoring mission 
whose role can be expanded easily if agreement is reached15.

14 K. McNamara, ' e EU a: er Ukraine. European Foreign Policy in the New Europe, http://www.
foreigna� airs.com/articles/140991/kathleen-r-mcnamara/the-eu-a� er-ukraine (23 VI 2015).

15 D. Sammut, Democratisation, modernisation and globalization. ' e EU and the hard tasks fac-
ing the three South Caucasus nations, „European Policy Centre. Policy Brief ”, 14 II 2013, p. 3.
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According to Diana Potjomkina the EU’s mistake – which has o� en been 
pointed out – is the unwillingness to extend a clear promise of membership to 
partners, while hoping they will complete the same reforms as prospective mem-
bers from Central and Eastern Europe did in their time. � e situation in which 
Eastern Partners are in is actually worse than the one „new” EU members faced 
in the 1990s: Russia is much more assertive; societies still remember the di©  -
culties which came with liberalization in the wake of the USSR’s collapse but in 
many cases have not felt signi' cant improvements in their own lives; the „end of 
history” moment has been lost as Belarus and Azerbaijan o� er seemingly suc-
cessful non-democratic alternatives, while the West remains rather passive. In-
deed, balance for the EaP states is worse than for the Balkans: the latter have 
a membership perspective and at the same. Of course not everyone in the EU is 
enthusiastic about accepting new members – this would mean changes in voting 
balances within EU institutions, and less EU aid for current recipients etc. – but 
this could partly be remedied by e.g. commissioning impact assessment studies 
on the potential losses and bene' ts. In order to get the six Eastern Partnership 
states out of the „grey zone” they are currently in, ' rst we must show that we ac-
tually want them in the „blue” area of Euro-Atlantic institutions. And this must 
be done very convincingly, to make up for the 20+ years during which European 
states were divided into „' rst” and „second” tiers, and to prevent any doubts. On 
the policy level, there are two main areas where the EU’s action is insu©  cient, and 
these are: assisting inclusive economic growth, and promoting regional security 
and resolution of frozen con� icts. � e ' rst may sound surprising, a� er all, the 
EU has o� ered the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Areas to its partners16.

For Georgian Policy makers, diplomats and ordinary citizens are quite under-
standable those di©  culties and challenges which EU faces both internally and ex-
ternally, however Georgia patiently waits for his acceptance in European family.

For Georgians membership in EU has some kind of metaphysical and identi-
cal dimension. As Tedo Japaridze mentioned during his visit to Vilnius, wanting 
to be in Europe is not an anti-Russian statement, but more of a statement about 
Georgia: competitiveness, rule of law, respect for cultural diversity, solid multilat-
eralism, consensus driven policy, a reliable social safety net, a social partnership 
culture, respectable institutions, and a commitment to human rights. � is makes 
sense for us, in terms of what we want to be. � e point of what we don’t want to 
be comes by defect, not in principle. European values are for Georgia. � at is 
what we want.

� e essence of our challenge is that we must return to „a Europe” that is on 
cross-roads regarding „What is Europe”. � is set of dilemmas is not for the light-

16 D. Potjomkina, ' e Right Time to recommit: How the West could help the Eastern Partnership 
to become a more secure region, [in:] Ten Years in the Euro-Atlantic…, p. 76.
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hearted. Again, we need a mixture of Estonian pragmatism and Lithuanian ro-
mantic heroism, Polish sobriety and faith. We must live long enough and work 
smartly enough to see the day when returning to Europe will be possible. All we 
ask from Europe is to be aware of this reality and to avoid „either or” dilemmas 
while the „or” is not clearly de' ned17.

Pro European aspiration of Georgia is a will of Georgian nation and integra-
tion in Europe the main goal of Foreign policy of Georgia. It does not matter 
Georgians are regarded as true Europeans anthropologically or not, culturally 
they are Europeans or Asians, � e main issue is not who you are, but with whom 
you want to be. Georgia really wants to be a part of Democratic and liberal world, 
wants stable and sustainable development and this world for him is Europe and 
the West particularly. Western countries never demonstrate hatred politics to-
ward Georgia, just the contrary they always support Tbilisi both ' nancially and 
politically, recognize its territorial borders and unity and assists Georgia in re-
forms and modernization.

Pikria Asanishvili – dr, adiunkt w Katedrze Stosunków Międzynarodowych na 
Wydziale Nauk Społecznych i Politycznych Tbiliskiego Uniwersytetu Państwowe-
go im. Iwane Dżawachiszwilego

17 Speech by Tedo Japaridze, Chair of the Foreign Relations Committee of the Parliament of Geor-
gia. Meeting of the Chairpersons of the Committees on Foreign A+ airs of Parliaments of the Eu-
ropean Union and the Parliamentary Forum for Democracy. Vilnius, 27-28 November 2013, p. 5, 
http://renginiai.lrs.lt/renginiai/EventDocument/ae20d251-1f88-4bd3-8de2-bc31d¬ 60985/
Vilnius Forum - Japaridze EN.pdf (23 VI 2015).
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